HOW TO USE GONOODLE EVERY DAY

Every week be on the lookout for a new line up of daily videos!

Mega NEW Monday
Get your students pumped for the week with a brand new GoNoodle video. This is just one new video example but you can look forward to a new video every Monday this school year!

“We Are Blazer Fresh”
in the Blazer Fresh channel

Tranquil Tuesday
Ground your class at the start of the day, in between activities, or after lunch and recess with with mindfulness videos that boost confidence, enhance focus, and help kids practice self-control.

“Melting”
in the Flow channel

Wise Wednesday
Enhance your curriculum with songs and dances that will stimulate your students’ bodies and brains. Introduce, review and practice concepts as your students move and groove with math, science, ELA, and more!

“Don't Read Like A Robot”
in the Blazer Fresh channel

Throwback Thursday
Let loose and have some much needed fun with your class as you party like it’s 1999, or 1985, or even 2003 with totally rad retro songs.

“Bye Bye Bye”
in the NTV channel

Fab Friday
Kick off the weekend by having a class dance party with videos that make your class feel fantastically fabulous.

“Purple Stew”
in the Moose Tube channel

Get moving at GoNoodle.com
Each weekday when you login to GoNoodle, you’ll see the recommended GoNoodle video of the day at the very top of the discover page!